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'DUCTION

Labrador Exploration (Ontario) Limited acquired, by staking, a con 

tiguous group of 33 unpatented mining claims located in the Kawashegamuk Lake 

area, Kenora Mining Division during the period from March to August 1983.

Following an initial phase of reconnaissance mapping and prospecting 

Labrador let a linecutting contract to C.D.I. Survey, Inc., Val D'Or, Quebec, 

in August of 1983. A grid was established over the entire claim group by 

the establishment of baselines, tie lines and crosslines spaced at 400 foot 

intervals. Pickets were established at 100 foot intervals along all lines 

cut. A total of 26.8 miles of line was established during the period September 

17 to October 15, 1983. Norontex Explorations Limited was awarded a contract 

to carry out a vertical field fluxgate magnetometer survey over the entire group 

in December 1983. Readings were taken at 50' intervals along the baseline and 

crossline as well as at 25 foot intervals when anomalous conditions were evident. 

The surveys was carried out during the period December 15, 1983 and January 14, 

1984. A total of 2,734 readings were taken during the survey.

The data were read in the field and sent to Toronto for reduction and 

diurnal correction. A map was prepared at a scale of four hundred feet to the 

inch and accompanies this report.

PREVIOUS WORK

The gold occurrence located on the property dates to at least 1902 (ODM, 

Vol. 11, page 256, 1902) when two shafts of 28 and 20 feet were excavated. 

Except for recent geological mapping by Ministry of Natural Resources personnel
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there is little evidence from the assessment records or in the field of work 

being carried out over the area during the recent past.

PERSONNEL EMPLOYED IN THE SURVEY

Labrador geologist, Mr. T. P. Ryan was responsible for awarding the 

linecutting and magnetometer survey contracts and was als.o responsible for 

general supervision of the program. Mr. Yvon Champagne of C.D.I. Surveys, Inc., 

Val D'Or, Quebec, supervised the linecutting and Mr. J. Langevaar of Norontex 

Exploration Limited carried out the magnetometer survey. Mr. J. Ratcliffe, 

consulting geophysicist, was responsible for data reduction and interpretation.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

The property consists of 33 contiguous unpatented mining claims. The

following is a schedule of the claims comprising the group.

K701625 K701637 x K696777^

K701627-' K726907 / K696778 x'

K701628^ K726908 lX K696779 /

K701629 7 K726909 X K696780 ̂

K701630 7 K72691CT' K696781 X

K701631 y K726911'' K696782 x

K701632 y K726912'X K696783^

K701633 7 K726913 K696784 X

K701634 X K726914^ K696785 x

K701635 X K726915 K696797 l^"

K701636 / K726916 / K706113 ̂



LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located thirteen (13) miles southeast of Dinorwic which 

in turn is approximately sixteen miles east of Dryden, Ontario. The property 

is easily accessible by ground transportation via the Snake Bay lumber road 

south of highway 17 and then by good bush roads which traverse the property in 

a north south direction. The bush roads are well used as they service a 

fishing lodge located at Sandy Point on the east shore of Kawashegamuk Lake.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The property is underlain by an assemblage of massive to pillowed 

basalts and related pyroclastics. Minor amounts of metasedimentary rocks 

were observed on the group. The assemblage is intruded by felsic and dykes, 

plugs and sills. All of the rocks underlying the property are Precambrian 

in age. The rocks have undergone lower greenschist metamorphism. However, 

the rocks are moderately carbonatized and have been strongly deformed locally 

to carbonate-sericite schists.

The mafic volcanics are weakly magnetic except locally where magnetite 

crystals were observed in the basaltic flows. Little pyrite was observed on 

the property.



4.

RPRETATION

In general the magnetic data are quite flat and uniform, having a base 

level of about 1100 gamma. The flat background however is broken by sharp, 

spike-like anomalies, both positive and negative, which suggest the presence 

of narrow, near-surface magnetic features. The strongest anomaly, which is 

at the foot of a basalt cliff, gives a reading of about 2600 gamma, or 1500 

gamma above base level, while the lowest reading obtained was 535 gamma, some 

600 gamma below base level.

The positive anomalies can be explained by increased amounts of magnetite, 

possibly along interflow horizons, but the two negative anomalies on line 64W 

are more difficult to explain. They are associated with minor positive anomalies 

and look like mirror images of normal anomalies. Thus they appear to be true 

negative anomalies and in both instances lie on low trends which can be traced 

for some distance to the west. But for this, one would be tempted to relate 

these anomalies to cultural effects, but no evidence of man-made objects was 

noted in this area. Since they are so very sharp, they are undoubtedly near 

surface effects and their cause might possibly be determined by local trenching.

Of more interest are the magnetic trends which can be established across 

the property. North of the Base Line there are two very prominent trends, one 

of which can be traced across the entire property. The two trends lie roughly 

200 feet apart near the centre of the property in the vicinity of the old 

exploration shaft. Tracing them to the west, they appear to lie on either side 

of a felsic horizon which hosts the known mineralization.

A series of trends, parallel to the Base Line have been established 

near the eastern half of the Base Line. These trends are a few degrees more 

southerly than the trends to the north of the Base Line and evidently mark an 

area of rapidly changing lithologies.
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5.

The final zone of interest is a trend in the southern part of the 

property which can be traced from L88W to Line 148W. It is quite strong and 

retains a rather unique character throughout. In its western section it suggests 

a dip to the north, but following a warp in the vicinity of Line 100W, the dip 

appears to switch to southerly. This is possible if a ribbon is subjected to 

compressive pressures.

Other dips have been suggested on the map and of the total of seven 

suggested dips, five are northerly and only two southerly. But the two 

southerly dips are strongly marked and occur in areas of interest, one within 

1000 feet of the shaft at the edge of the felsic band and the other in the 

extreme southeastern corner of the property on a very strong anomaly. The 

rocks in this area are pillowed basalts with pillow tops facing south which 

suggests that the sharp magnetic anomalies may represent interflow sinters. 

If this were the case, then the rapid alteration of magnetic peaks and valleys 

a short distance to the north near the Base Line, could represent a series of 

thin flows with sinter horizons separating one from another.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The geology of the property is not too well known at the present time. 

A number of outcrops have been mapped without benefit of picket line control. 

It is therefore suggested that the known outcrops should be tied in to the 

picket lines and that a careful study of the sharp magnetic anomalies be made 

with respect to the known outcrops in order to determine the cause of the magnetic 

features. Sharp anomalies in areas believed to be devoid of outcrop should be 

checked in the field to see if trenching is feasible.
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Of particular interest are the two high trends which appear to bracket 

the felsic zone which hosts the known gold mineralization. Prospecting along 

and between these trends may prove to be fruitful.

Respectfully submitted,

T. P. Ryan
Labrador Exploration (Ontario) Limited

J/Ratcliffe, Consu
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1984 04 24

Mr. Made S. Mathew
Mining Recorder  
Ministry of Hatortl-IUMoiiriciwi.^.^^PSI 
808 Robertson SttMt 
Box 5080 
Kenora, Ontario 

3X9

Dear Sir:

Me have received reports and 
(Magnetometer) Survey submit 
(credit for Performance and i 
K696777 et al In the Area |f

This material will be exa»1n*d and 
statement of assessment work *

Yours sincerely,

S.E. Yundt
Director
Land Management Branch

Whltney Block, Room 6643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1M3 
Phone:(416)965-6918

A. Barnmc

cc: Labrador Mining and Exploration 
Suite 4600 e 
Toronto Dominion Centre 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5K1E5 
Attention: 0.

.f^^^m^^A
: T *!<-<li*t,', : ,-J Tfy'i

•-,.- 'v.,«jj^iv>jS'»'S^gHjia:*i« 
..^s:.-'.: ; 4 ;i;fe:a,-"Ji-r<^aiiis5fla;i*i



P.C. Finlay, Q.C. LABRADOR MINING AND EXPLORATION COMPANY LIMITED Executive Office
4600 Toronto-Dominion Centre 
Toronto, Ontario M5K1E5 

C.B. Boss (416) 947-4000
President

April 10, 1984

REGISTERED MAIL

Mining Lands
99 Wellesley Street West
Whitney Block, Room 6610
Queen' s Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1W3

Dear Sir,

Pursuant to our recently submitted "Report of Work" forms, please 
find enclosed duplicate copies of the following report:

"Magnetometer Survey on Claims Held in the Kawashegamuk 
Lake Area by Labrador Exploration (Ontario) Limited"

T. P. Ryan and J. Ratcliffe.

We trust that this submission meets with your approval.

Yours truly,

J. McDonald 
Labrador Exploration 

(Ontario) Limited

RECEIVED
2 2

JMCD: JC LANDS SECTION
encls.

A Division of Norcen Energy Resources Limited
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